1. "LET LOVE BE WITHOUT PARTIALITY and without dissimulation... For inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the least of these my brethren, ye have done it unto Me... Therefore, he (or she) that would be greatest among you shall be servant of all!" (Jas. 3:17; Rom. 12:9; Mat. 25:40; Mark 10:44.)

2. THESE ARE SOME RATHER SHOCKING SCRIPTURES when you come to apply them literally to "All Things"! And the question is very simply boiled down to whether you're going to believe them or not and apply them to virtually any situation, including making love to those who need it with the freedom which God has now given us by His grace.

3. OUR EXPERIENCES AND EXPERIMENTS IN THIS NEW FIELD during the past few days have again reminded us of what King David said when his first wife Michal, Saul's daughter--a type of the cold formal system church--despised David in her heart when she saw him leaping and dancing with all his might before the Ark of the Lord in nothing but a little loose linen loin cloth as she watched him from her window.

4. WHEN HE FINALLY CAME IN FROM THIS WILD ORGY of love for the Lord before the maidens of Israel, she greeted him with contempt, saying sneeringly: "How glorious was the King of Israel today who uncovered himself in the eyes of the handmaids of his servants as one of the vain fellows shamelessly uncovereth himself!" (2 Sam. 6:20.)

5. SHE WAS LITERALLY ACCUSING HIM OF INDECENT EXPOSURE AND OBSCENE SEXUAL EXHIBITIONISM in public in front of the lowliest servant girls in the city who had come out to watch his wild display of passion for the Lord! When thus accused of lewd behaviour by his own queen, David retorted with righteous indignation:

6. "IT WAS BEFORE THE LORD which Chose me before thy father and before all his house to appoint me ruler over the people of the Lord, over Israel:

7. "THEREFORE WILL I PLAY BEFORE THE LORD AND I WILL YET BE MORE VILE than thus and will be base in mine own sight!—And of the maid-servants which thou hast spoken of, of them shall I be had in honour!" David was saying really: "I did it as unto the Lord who chose me, the very least of these thy brethren, to make me the greatest even above thy father the king, and to make me king in his place!

8. "THEREFORE I WILL PLAY AND HAVE FUN DANCING EVEN MORE INDECENTLY AND SCANDALOUSLY before the Lord until I am a disgrace in my own eyes, and even the lowest maid-servants which you despise will make love to me honourably!"..."Therefore was Michal the daughter of Saul rejected by David and smitten barren by the Lord so that she had no child unto the day of her death", one of the greatest curses a woman could suffer in those days!

9. IN THIS POTENT TYPOLOGY God has powerfully and picturesquely foreshadowed His present-day rejection of the cold modern fruitless churches of today and His choice in their place of a wild fanatical radical, sexual, revolutionary, latter-day David and his humble despised followers, some coming from the lowest dregs of society, many of them former harlots who have made love to him fervently because of his indiscriminate love for them to show the impartial love of the Lord!

10. IN THESE PAST FEW DAYS WE HAVE HAD SOME EXPERIENCES ALONG THIS LINE WHICH HAVE ACTUALLY SHOCKED US sometimes and which we could not always understand at the moment but which we are just now beginning to comprehend—what the Lord has been doing and why!

11. IT HAS BEEN A LITERAL FULFIL—
MENT OF THIS VERY SAME INDIFFERENT LOVE OF GOD shown with total abandonment in His uttermost love for the lowliest, from the uttermost to the guttermost, through a series of recent lovemaking scenes between David's favourite little revolutionary queen, his little "New Church" radical bride, and some of the lowest servants in the house!

12. AS ONE OF OUR FOREMOST PIONEERS OF "ALL THINGS TO ALL MEN" (I Cor. 9:22), she has given herself freely to almost total strangers, from prominent businessmen and salesmen to the common waiters who serve us in the dining room!

13. THIS SHE HAS DONE TO SHOW THE AMAZING LOVE OF GOD FOR ALL, "without partiality" and "without dissimulation" as "unto the least of these", literally making herself "servant of all"! This is undoubtedly the most shocking experience and most surprising revelation we have thus far had, and I'm sure it will break quite a few more of your old bottles before we're through!

14. IT MAY SOUND AS BAD TO YOU AS SOME OF THE THINGS THAT JESUS DID appeared to the Systemites of His day, including the seeming breaking of all the rules and the apparent encouragement of cannibalism (John 6:51-56) and His appearance of promiscuity in His choice of some of the most undesirable characters in town, such as drunks, harlots, publicans and sinners as His closest associates! (Mat. 9:10, 11; Mat. 11:19; Luke 8:1-3.)

15. BUT GOD'S WAYS ARE NOT OUR WAYS and His thoughts are not our thoughts (Isa. 55:8), and He takes the weakest things to confound the mighty and the foolish things to bring to naught the wisdom of the wise (I Cor. 1:27) and often works in a very mysterious way the wonders of His love to perform!

16. "FOR NO GREATER LOVE HATH ANY MAN THAN THIS, than a man lay down his life (or even his wife?) for his friends!" (John 15:13.) For Jesus called them not servants but friends! (John 15:15.)--As in these cases here through these Scriptures that the Lord has given us, He has called the very least our brethren, and us their servants, and that in ministering unto them we have ministered unto Him!

17. I HAVE CALLED THESE BOYS MY FRIENDS AND MY SONS and I've treated them with love as members of my own family, and we look upon them as our own little Colony of disciples to whom we minister lovingly day by day of our spiritual things as well as our material things and the flesh, while they themselves minister unto us of their services and their love. Even as we figuratively eat out of their hands physically, so have they eaten from our hands spiritually and in the utmost of physical love--

18. "EVEN UNTO THE DEATH OF THE CROSS!" (Phil. 2:8)--TOTAL SUBMISSION ON THE PARLOUR COUCH! It is certainly a crucifixion of pride and self and the flesh unto the very humblest of circumstances! And yet it has become one of the most eloquent ways in which we can witness the total love of God in the language of love to those to whom we can speak very little of their own tongue!

19. WHAT GREATER WAY COULD YOU SHOW ANYONE YOUR LOVE THAN TO GIVE THEM YOUR ALL IN THE BED OF LOVE? How much more can you show them the love of God than to show them His love to the uttermost through you? How much more love can you show them than this?

20. "NO GREATER LOVE HATH ANYONE THAN THIS!" (John 15:13.)--And it is particularly effective if you are continually saying to them in the few words of their own language that they understand:

21. "I'M LOVING YOU BECAUSE GOD LOVES YOU! God wants me to show you
how much He loves you and how much He cares for your needs. I love you because God loves you! Remember, I love you because God loves you!"

King David's love for the servant girls is fulfilled even in his queen's love for the servants!

22. IN THE PAST TWO WEEKS, MARIA HAS MADE LOVE 20 TIMES TO TEN MEN, OFTEN TO TWO OR THREE MEN A DAY! Our dear Peter, the Aquarian waiter, came with our breakfast for his second quickie only a week after his first, and had come again and gone again within ten minutes! I thought the Latins were notorious for being slow, but when it comes to sex they seem to hold the world's record for being fast!

23. THEY CAN BE IN AND OUT WITHIN NO MORE THAN TWO TO FIVE MINUTES if the object of their adoration is sufficiently submissive and ready, which Maria always is! At least the five-minute quickies are easier on both of us than the prolonged or absentee visits.

24. I WOULD PREFER TO HAVE IT DONE UNDER MY NOSE and know what's going on and get it over with in a hurry rather than in my absence or in some other place separated from me where I don't know what's going on and where the occasion lasts for hours instead of minutes!

25. I LIKE TO KNOW EVERYTHING THAT'S SAID AND DONE and be sure I haven't missed anything so I can enjoy it vicariously if nothing else! When it's done in my absence I demand a detailed description afterward so that I too can share the experience. After all, I'm sharing her, so the least they can do is share their experience with me so I'll know what I've shared and if it was worth it!

26. SOME OF THEM HAVE BEEN VERY PRECIOUS AND REWARDING AND TRULY SATISFYING in that we know that we have genuinely helped someone who was truly in need and who definitely appreciated it as a gift of God's love. Others we may have to wait to see if they bear good fruit. It's like any other kind of witnessing:

27. SOMETIMES YOU REAP IMMEDIATE RESULTS, OTHER TIMES YOU MAY HAVE TO WAIT and hope for later fruits. That Saturday night was the same night that we went dancing with the head waiter, after which they made love for about 40 minutes at the apartment, as already recounted in "The Adventures of a Flirty Fish".

28. THE NEXT NIGHT WE WENT DANCING at a more youthful fishing place, from which we brought home a lonely football player with whom she made love for half-an-hour.

29. THE FOLLOWING NIGHT PETER FOUND US at one of the clubs, after our own fruitless search for someone with whom to share our love, and came home with us for his first night of love—his third time for half-an-hour that night and his fourth time for half-an-hour the following morning!

30. THE VERY SAME MORNING YOUNG FRANCIS dashed in with our breakfast and his first loving, and was in and out and gone again within 15 minutes! I could overhear each of them through the half-open door to the "love room" politely asking if she was sure it was all right with me, to which she always comfortingly reassured that we both were loving them because God was trying to show them His love.

31. THAT WAS ALSO THE NIGHT THAT WE AGAIN MET DOMINIC at the Club and he came home for his first for half-an-hour, as already related in the "Misadventures" of a Flirty Fish".

32. THE FOLLOWING AFTERNOON MARIA WENT TO GORDON'S ROOM for a two-and-a-half-hour session. Gordon was a tall, boyish-looking young English gentleman, a London executive and guest at the hotel who had recently had "THE OPERATION THAT MAKES STRONG MEN WEEP!"--the removal of the prostrate gland, the little muscle beneath the base of the penis
which makes a sustained erection and ejaculation possible. Without this muscle, it is almost impossible for a man to attain, much less maintain a good erection or reach a climax.

34. HIS SEXUAL LIFE WITH WOMEN IS CONSIDERED VIRTUALLY OVER! In this modern day and age when sex is equated with happiness and virility with manhood, such an operation can be a major tragedy in any man's life! It is not so much the physical effects as the psychological shock that he can never again enjoy a normal sex life.

35. HE USUALLY THINKS HE CAN NEVER AGAIN FULLY SATISFY ANY WOMAN or make any girl happy by a natural performance, so that such men have often been known to become morose, moody, depressed, discouraged and disheartened even to the point of self-destruction!

36. THEY FEEL THEY CAN NEVER MARRY NOR DO JUSTICE TO ANY WOMAN and that therefore their life is ruined, and they tend to become withdrawn and moody, introverted and often develop all kinds of psychoses, neuroses and even psychosomatic illnesses.

37. FOR HIS ESCAPE, GORDON HAD TAKEN TO DRUGS AND DRINK and was virtually drugging, drinking and smoking himself to death with a sort of devil-may-care attitude of hopelessness, desperation and virtually a desire to end it all!

38. HE WAS HERE AT THIS RESORT TO TRY TO GET AWAY FROM IT ALL, and we saw him always sitting alone at his table brooding sadly with a faraway heartbroken look in his eyes. He was still recovering physically from the operation but not psychologically, and being a Gemini did not help matters much as he withdrew even further within himself.

39. FINALLY ONE NIGHT AT DINNER WE STOPPED AND SPOKE TO HIM as he sat in an obscure spot behind a post seeming to try to hide both himself and his grief. I jokingly chided him saying, "Who are you hiding from?"—to which he laughingly replied, "My sins!"

40. APPARENTLY ON TOP OF IT ALL HE WAS SUFFERING FROM GUILT COMPLEXES and self-condemnation, as though the operation was some judgment from God for his past life. Actually he'd been a very good boy, worked hard, took good care of his aging mother with whom he lived alone, and had only had one real romance with a girl with whom he was about to marry when they broke up and which nearly broke his heart.

41. HE WAS BLAMING HIMSELF FOR THAT TOO, and by the time we met him he was feeling that his life was almost a total loss, and with his new sexual handicap nearly a bleak impossibility! Immediately we saw in him a needy soul who really desperately needed a great deal of help.

42. SO WE BEGAN TO INVITE HIM to have fellowship and go dancing with us, to which he finally frankly apologised that he wasn't really well. In fact, at this time he caught a bad cold and became actually sick in bed, whereupon he began drugging himself even more heavily and sleeping almost continuously.

43. WHEN HE BEGAN MISSING MEALS WE BECAME WORRIED ABOUT HIM and Maria tried to phone him without success. So she went to his room, pounded on his door and called and rang his buzzer repeatedly trying to rouse him, fearing he might have taken an overdose—which apparently he had, for she got no response.

44. HOWEVER, THINKING HE MIGHT ALSO BE OUT, SHE DECIDED NOT TO DO ANYTHING further about it and wait and see if he showed up at supper, which he did, at which time she asked him with great concern if he was all right and where he'd been that afternoon, and he said,"Asleep!"

45. WHEN SHE EXPLAINED HOW SHE HAD UNSUCCESSFULLY TRIED TO ROUSE HIM HE APOLOGISED that he had taken
four heavy doses of codeine, only one of which was prescribed, and was virtually dead to the world and heard neither the phone by his bed nor the buzzer by his head nor her pounding on the door!

46. BY THIS TIME WE WERE REALLY CONCERNED ABOUT HIM THAT HE MIGHT REALLY DECIDE TO END IT ALL! So we decided it was time to prescribe extreme unction—or action—or both to save him! He'd only gotten out of bed to come and eat finally, after missing all the other meals of the day.

47. SO MARIA IMMEDIATELY OFFERED TO COME DOWN TO HIS ROOM and help to take care of him—to feed him, encourage him, read to him and do anything else helpful that would comfort him. He seemed to get the point as to what ultimate form the comfort might take, so when Maria stepped out of the room momentarily he tried to explain to me rather lamely that it was no use:

48. HE'D JUST HAD THIS OPERATION and it was impossible for him to be comforted in such a way. So he rather weakly tried to bow his way out of the invitation and left us for his lonely sick room, drugs, drink and even possible death! But as soon as we returned to our room,

49. I QUICKLY EXPLAINED TO MARIA WHAT HIS PROBLEM WAS and that the best solution was to know that someone really cared, someone who could give him a lot of love, patiently nurse him and show him that his sex life was not impossible and far from ended.

50. IN FACT, DOCTORS ACTUALLY RECOMMEND MASTURBATION FOR THOSE RECOVERING FROM SUCH AN OPERATION. It seems to strengthen the tissues and to help heal the wounds with normal movement and activity and to keep the scar tissue from becoming stiff and causing strictures.

51. IT IS ALSO POSSIBLE FOR SUCH PATIENTS TO ACTUALLY JACK OFF, reach a climax or orgasm and ejaculate semen, even though it is not always possible for them to attain or maintain an erection.

52. SO I ADVISED MARIA TO MAKE LOVE TO HIM and show him that he could still derive a great deal of pleasure from it and could actually go as well as give her pleasure with his own hands, or by even masturbating her clitoris with the tip of his penis and thus prove to him that his sex life was not over and he could still make a woman happy sexually as well as otherwise if there was real love and understanding of his problem.

53. SO SHE PREPARED HERSELF ACCORDINGLY and went to his room with her little handbag full of oranges, bananas, chocolate milk, her book of "Sun Signs", a flask of talcum powder for massage and vaseline for masturbation.

54.--AND IT ALL WORKED! He'd already taken a pill and had gone to bed and was fast sinking into his death-like sleep when she managed to rouse him from his stupor by incessantly and insistently pounding on his door, buzzing and calling his name, to which he finally staggered to the door in reply.

55. IMMEDIATELY UPON ITS OPENING, SHE BARGED IN breezily, pulled him back into bed and insisted that he rest while she took care of everything. She fixed him some coffee and mothered him and then sat beside him on the bed to read to him about his Gemini self from her "Sun Signs" book.

56. CONCLUDING HER READING SHE BEGAN TO AFFECTIONATELY STROKE his curly hair, kiss and pet him until their lovemaking became more ardent and she had successfully jacked him off. After which he in turn massaged her very pleasantly to her satisfaction, so that a good time was had by all!

57. EXCEPT ME, WHO WAS FORLORNLY AND LONESOMELY WONDERING what could possibly be taking so terribly long!
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But sometimes these things do take

time and we must be patient. This

time and effort well spent!

58. GORDON WAS TREMENDOUSLY EN-

couraged by their mutual success

and very satisfactory pleasure, and

he began manifestly to look more

cheerful as though things were be-

ginning to look up for a change!

59. FOR THE NEXT FIVE DAYS MARIA

ONLY MADE LOVE TO ME—and make love

we did, with tremendous joy and

satisfaction and even more love

and appreciation than ever before!

These extra-curricular activities

seem to actually improve our own

personal relationship and cause us

to appreciate each other more than

ever before.

60. THE FOLLOWING TUESDAY MORNING

MARIA ONLY KISSED FRANCIS for break-

fast. But that night was Gordon's

last night before his return to

London, so she went to his room

about 10:00 p.m. to give him a fare-

well session and complete the treat-

ment by showing him how much plea-

sure he could still give a woman

and enjoy himself even though some-

what incapacitated.

61. THIS TIME SHE SAT ASTRIDE HIM

as I had instructed her and rubbed

his penis against her clitoris until

he actually got so excited that he

got hard enough to enter and mirac-

ulously remained erect for some time

while they enjoyed complete copula-

tion and mutual satisfaction to his

amazement and her jubilation!

62. THE TREATMENT WAS A TOTAL SUC-

CESS and our dear Gordon was vir-

tually sexually rehabilitated and

ready to go on his own! Maria made

him promise he'd find himself a nice

girl and never be afraid to enjoy

sex again, as it was not only pos-

sible for him but it could also be

fully satisfactory for both him and

the girl of his choice if she under-

stood and really loved him and was

willing to show him as much patience,

love and diligent handywork as was

María.

63. THE NEXT MORNING SHE BADE HIM

A FOND FAREWELL as he boarded the

bus for the plane, and again re-

minded him of how much God loved

him and to be thankful for the mir-

acle that God's love through her

had performed and to never worry

about it again, but to return to a

new life and a new outlook as never

before, with which he agreed!

64. SO HE WENT MERRILY ON HIS WAY,

A RESTORED AND HEARTENED WHOLE HUMAN

BEING AGAIN! Incidentally, for

breakfast that same morning she had
Carl her favourite waiter in a sur-

prising first session! He was the

one who adored her the most and al-

ways looked with longing at her,

waiting hand and foot upon her every

whim! That morning the Lord had

given us the Scripture,

65. "UNTO THE LEAST OF THESE MY

BRETHREN!" So we had predetermined

that she should minister to which-

ever waiter came to the door and

indicated his desire and faith to

receive it, thinking it might even

be poor little shy Francis, the

lowliest of all! Instead, in honour

of her valiant decision,

66. GOD SENT HER THE ONE SHE

WANTED MOST!—HER OWN DEAR CARL,

whom she loved above all and who

had long loved her from afar, and

their love was quickly consummated

in fond embrace and total union!

67. THAT NIGHT IT WAS DOMINIC

AGAIN and the following morning

little Francis again, to our sur-

prise! But the most surprising of

all was the least desirable Joseph,

one of the top waiters who that

night noticed that as I tarried at

the dinner table, Maria had gone

ahead of me to the room!

68. SO HE IMMEDIATELY LEAPED ON

THE ELEVATOR WITH HER AND RODE HER

ALL THE WAY TO HER COUCH for a ten-

minute quickie and was gone again

before I even knew what was going

on! However, the Lord prepared me

for what had taken place, because
as I approached our door I had the sudden strange feeling that something had just happened!—Sure enough, as Maria opened it she was only half dressed and said Joseph had just left!

69. WE AGREED TOGETHER THAT THIS WAS SURELY IN FULFILMENT OF THE SCRIPTURE the Lord had given us that morning after Joseph had come for the finished breakfast tray and Maria had refused him what he wanted more than the tray! As we had discussed her refusal the Lord had given us the Scripture:

70. "MUST BE SERVANT OF ALL"! (Mark 10:44.) So we agreed that the next time he came she must no longer refuse him, having put him off now for many weeks. Apparently God honoured our mutual decision and Joseph's persistent faith by his unexpected return that night when the transaction was consummated!

71. I HAD BEEN SATISFIED THAT AFTERNOON, but Joseph's satisfaction that night was definitely a miracle, because Maria's period began the following morning! Even during her period however she took pity on another poor lonely teenage football player—this time the German Achim—by jacking him off by hand, and even received as her reward a terrific orgasm simply by rubbing herself against him, kotex and all!

72. HOWEVER, WHILE I WAS SUNNING MYSELF AT THE POOL OUR DEAR PETER was next to apply at her door for her services in his fifth session, and she was compelled to sacrificially suck him off because she was still on her period!

73. SO SUCH A MINISTRY OF LOVE CAN BE SOMETIMES EXTREMELY SACRIFICIAL AND HUMBLING, but most of the time terrifically rewarding and thrilling to enjoy, as the Lord gives you such happiness and satisfaction in making others so happy too, by showing them so much love in the "All Things" ministry of love as "God's Love Slave!"

74. HOWEVER, I MUST ADD that this does not mean you're to jump in bed with every little Tom, Dick (!) and Harry that comes along!

75. WE ARE MERELY RECOUNTING to you our early experimentations in FFing in some of our earliest pioneering days when we were learning by trial and error, hit and miss!

76. IT WAS A TOTALLY NEW FIELD OF MINISTRY TO US, so we simply had to learn the hard (!) way and probably made plenty of mistakes which we sincerely hope you won't have to repeat!

77. WE HAVE SINCE LEARNED TO BE A LITTLE MORE DISCRIMINATING and not try to fuck every waiter or fish that happens to come along!

78. FOR GOD'S SAKE--AND YOURS USE A LITTLE WISDOM AND TRY TO BE SPIRIT-LED! Not every guy who wants to lay you necessarily deserves to be laid!

79. FRANKLY, THE BED IS A LAST RESORT when all else has failed to fully convince him that you and God love him, and he just won't believe it till he sees it! (!)

80. WHEN IT'S HARD FROM DANCING, IT'S HARD FOR HIM TO BELIEVE YOU LOVE HIM IF YOU WON'T LOVE HIM ALL THE WAY and help his hard state of desperate and almost incontrollable physical need!

81. SO TRY TO AVOID HAVING TO GO THAT FAR WITH ANYONE UNDESIRABLE IN THE END (!) by being more choosey in the beginning! Don't start FFing anyone you don't want to or think is worth going to bed with to finish the job if you have to! Pray! Use wisdom! Be selective!—If possible!—And be Spirit-led!

82. JUST REMEMBER GOD'S LOVE SLAVE CAN'T ALWAYS BE TOO CHOOSY--AND LOVE NEVER FAILS!